Spatial Thinking. On the Work of Sandra Peters

Zabriskie Point, 2013 (detail)

translation
The photograph Untitled (How House) (2012) looks like
a manipulated, dual image yet it is a true representation
of reality. The diagonally layered volumes of a private
residence built in 1925—a typical interior for Schindler—are
seen through reflections on the window panes. The low
camera angle emphasizes the stereometrically segmented,
quadratic structure of the architectural ceiling element,
which re-appears as a motif in many of Peters’s works, for
instance, Interface No. 1 (2012). The three-dimensional
grid variants that Peters developed from this iterate
possibilities for structure and space in a manner that recalls
works by Sol LeWitt (1928–2007). Nevertheless, Peters
is paying her respects here not so much to the North
American artist’s formal designs as to the artistic praxis
that he elucidated over fifty years ago in his remarks
on conceptual art. But Peters also takes the latter’s working
methods a stage further: rather than conclusively defining
systems she opens up yet more spatial and substantive
associations, as in Webbing (2015), for example. In so doing
she avails herself of specific architectural and locational
catalysts, without copying them. She transposes—or “translates” as she puts it—her themes into new artistic realms.

architecture
Sandra Peters’s work, which goes back two decades now,
has its roots and main point of reference in architecture.
During an extended stay in Los Angeles in the late 1990s
Peters got to know the work of Austrian architect Rudolph
Schindler (1887–1953); at the same time she developed
a fascination for the vast expanses of the Californian deserts.
Peters turned her attention to the immigrant architect with
almost scholarly rigor. Some of her ensembles reveal these
historical references very clearly, others touch on more
general themes such as space, time, bodies, and planes.
During the creation of around twenty-five groups of works
(so far) in various mediums—sculpture, drawing, photography, and sound—Peters has progressively formed her
own grammar from what are in fact analytical, concrete
components. By now her works embody a synthetic, almost
romantic notion of space and its existential meaning.

sensuality
Sandra Peters’s art is poised between rationality and
irrationality, between architecture and poetry. Its appeal
is grounded in its precise conception and execution; it
challenges the viewer’s intellect and language albeit without
detracting from its own sensuality. Peters takes the basic
components of a cube—its planes and its volume— and
reconfigures their spatial relationships. These variants are
not, however, intended as a mathematical explanation
of the geometric properties of a cube; instead they confound
the viewer’s gaze and stimulate emotions. Peters unsettles
our perceptions, deliberately provoking a skeptical response
to her work—in the philosophical sense. In her hands the
eleven “nets” of an unfolded cube are less of a demonstration of constraints or limitations than of an artist’s
reflections on other, by definition, endlessly advancing
systems. The sight of the body and space activates one’s
comprehension and emotions: thinking is set in motion.
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time
Geometric calculations have the potential to provoke:
they are an endless fund of treasures. Transformations can
lead to the complete dissolution of the original medium—
for example when temporary sound architectures are derived
from mathematically generated scores. By the same token,
slide projections such as Mixing Colors (2014) play with that
ephemeral moment when one picture merges into the next,
successively casting doubt on the finality of each one. In
the case of other works, such as On the Move —In Circles
(2016), almost filmic processes of time and motion play an
integral part in their genesis. Diverging circles and different
colors result from complex combinations of scores for
an acoustic work derived from Modification—Constantly
Climbing Stones (2009).

space
Many of Peters’s multi-part works from the last few years
occupy large portions of interiors and create imaginary
action zones for the interplay of objects and the viewing
public. Zabriskie Point (2013), Tango (2013–16), and
In Green, in Line, in Pairs: Eleven Double Structures —
Unfolding the Cube (2016), all take advantage of the
eleven possible nets of the cube, which are combined
in twos on the floor or on a wall. These pairs, which can
be individually oriented, extend the scope of the eleven
possibilities and multiply the system to a point that is
beyond representation, and the substantive content of these
pairs develops an equivalent, almost infinite potential.
The titles have emotional overtones and thus introduce
an additional charge into these works: the double figures
recall the famous scene in Michelangelo Antonioni’s cult
movie, Zabriskie Point (1970), with couples writhing in
the desert sands; the soft blue neon light of the word
“tango” reflects in the fragile glass of the floor pieces even
as it also references the dangerously seductive dance
from Argentina. Spaces open up in terms of both forms
and semantics.
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Modification—Constantly Climbing Stones, 2009

dislocation
A fundamental compositional feature of Peters’s work is
her use of diagonal dislocation, which mobilizes and dynamizes right-angled systems. In ophthalmology, when the
normally parallel sight axes of the eyes are out of alignment,
the resulting defect is sometimes described as a “squint.”
In a series of drawings, Untitled 1–6 (Slight Squint) (2017),
Peters uses this term as a metaphor for her way of rendering
the rational irrational and opening stereometric bodies up
to sensory experiences and other responses. Strabismus,
which occurs when the eyes are not correctly aligned (either
crossed or diverging), can have serious consequences.
Either the brain taunts the sufferer with double images or
it only processes information from one eye, which, logically
enough, causes the sufferer to perceive three-dimensional
spaces as two-dimensional images. Squinting—a physical
deficiency—makes it impossible to visually perceive spatiality,
which then becomes a category that is only experienced in
the reality of daily life.

On the Move—In Circles, 2016 (detail)

Mixing Colors, 2014 (detail from a slide projection)

body & plane
The discrepancies between two- and three-dimensionality
pervade Peters’s work like reversing patterns. There are
no final definitions, forms and ensembles of minimalist
bodies cannot conclusively be assessed because they
continuously and unpredictably interact with the viewer’s
perceptions. Peters thinks through her works of art “from
within,” as spaces, like Schindler who designed his buildings on the basis of the way they were to be used. He, too,
strove to connect his “space architecture” (R. S.) with the
outside world; his buildings relate to their surroundings just
as much as they are decisively attuned to their occupants’
needs and to modern, social functions. Peters applies the
same thought process on an abstract level: her works have
a rationale, their fundamentally geometric parameters are
comprehensible and measurable, and yet bodies and planes,
as categories, merge with irrational factors that allude to
philosophy and the conditio humana. Planes and spaces
merge in a sea of meanings, which—like the surface of a
Möbius strip—has no beginning and no end. In a work with
a mythological title, Pandora’s Box (2016), the system of
drawn cube nets leads back into a spatial dimension. As
though performing a dance, planes appear to open or close.
There is no saying whether all the evils of humanity have
already escaped here or might perhaps be captured again. In
the case of the cubes in Untitled (Blaue Blume) (2017–18),
In Green, in Line, in Pairs: Eleven Double Structures—Unfolding the Cube , 2016
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cube nets have been cut out of their sides, perforating the
blue bodies like ornamental grilles. The strange dimensions
of these objects, on the cusp between habitable and sculptural, ensure that they cannot in fact be seen as reduced
models of Arabian-looking architecture. On the contrary,
architecture steps forward here as the mother of all arts and
as the primal seed of utopianism. The Blaue Blume (Blue
Flower) recalls a famed topos in German Romanticism and,
as such, comprises an intellectually satisfying synthesis of
architecture and sensuality that is seen in many works and
ensembles by Sandra Peters.
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A comprehensive overview of the work of Sandra Peters has
been published by Verlag für Moderne Kunst in Vienna. This
richly illustrated monograph with texts by the artist on all her
groups of works and on her relationship to architecture also
includes substantial focus essays by Fiona McGovern, Michael
Ned Holte, and Gregor Stemmrich: PER/TRANS. Performing
the Cube, Transforming the Cube. Works by Sandra Peters 1997–
2017. Vienna, VfmK Verlag für moderne Kunst GmbH, 2018
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